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The CSIS Southeast Asia Program hosted its second annual conference

Google’s transparency report reveals
frequent removal of content in
Thailand due to lèse-majesté
ambassador to Myanmar
blocks in disputed waters to foreign bids

looking ahead
This was especially true between the Chinese and Philippine and Chinese

ASEAN Regional Forum and ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting/Post Ministerial Conferences
Allen and Barbara Weisel

While participants tended to revisit the issues of sovereignty and table
ideas for just managing rather than resolving disputes, this year’s
conference felt markedly different from the one on broadly the same

Talk at CSIS on Hillary Clinton’s
economic legacy

sharp questioners from the audience demonstrated that there was little

has spread through policy communities both in Washington and in
even with perceived recent aggressiveness from Beijing, both of which
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with the perpetual uncertainty created by
a Chinese policy that amounts to avoiding

China’s policy of strategic ambiguity, as it
has been euphemistically called, serves its
to interpret its position to serve the audience
Affairs was able to issue its well-publicized
statement in February 2012 stating that no
nation claims sovereignty over the entire
South China Sea and that the dispute
China’s “9 dash lines” claim to the waters
of the South China Sea is not based on
international law and keeps Bejing’s
stance on maritime boundaries purposely
ambiguous

Asian claimants that China was backing away from the 9-dash lines

sea started with a two-month standoff between Chinese and Philippine

Nansha
Xisha
Scarborough Shoal, was only implied in so far as they fell within the
Zhongsha
Banks,” despite there being no way under international law to claim title
as Beijing has tried to move beyond an overreliance on the indefensible
9-dash lines, Scarborough Shoal has been incorporated as part of
Zhongsha
or that it appears on none of the historical documents China puts forth

Beijing showed similar disregard for the policy put forth in its February
Ministry of Foreign Affairs statement when in early May it reinstated
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Time to End Strategic Ambiguity in the South China Sea (continued)

would open nine oil and gas blocks in the South China Sea to foreign

of the South China Sea because there is

These developments highlight the need for the
ASEAN claimants—Vietnam, the Philippines,
Malaysia, and Brunei—to take a stand on what
is genuinely in dispute in the South China Sea
fact remains unclear, China will continue to
employ ambiguous and contradictory claims
to pursue its interests in the South China

the same year, establishing its coastal baselines in accordance with

China National Offshore Oil Corporation’s
recent invitation for foreign bids on nine
oil and gas blocks in the South China Sea
has raised anew concerns about the nature
of China’s claims. All of the blocks overlap
with Vietnam’s exclusive economic zone.

Despite these steps, too much remains ambiguous in the South China
reiterating its claim to the Paracels and Spratlys, but it remains
Beyond its southern boundaries with Malaysia, where are its claimed
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The ASEAN parties have seen their positions
For instance, all four appear to operate
under the assumption that the Spratlys
and Paracels are not legally islands, but
merely rocks and therefore entitled only

An honest effort to resolve the disputes in
the South China Sea requires that this and
does not mean any of the claimants have to
give up anything regarding their claims to the
would allow them to strengthen the legal basis
of their maritime claims and separate the far
In May 2012 China reinstituted its annual
South China Sea. The vast area covered
by the ban suggest that Beijing is still
claiming all the waters within the 9-dash
lines.

Most importantly, it would allow them to present a united front to China in

Were the ASEAN claimants to present an agreed-upon framework for
establishing what is and is not disputed, the burden would rest with

like those in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, more credibility, allowing
China to clarify its claims by retaining those to the Spratlys and Paracels

Alternately, Beijing could reject entirely the primacy of accepted

a course of action would identify China as the undeniable remaining
belligerent in the dispute and rally regional and international

Most of the time in the CSIS conference was spent discussing the
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Time to End Strategic Ambiguity in the South China Sea (continued)
incidents rather than suggesting means for actually solving

But th most important reason that there seemed little light at the
It is time for the ASEAN claimants to fully codify, both in domestic
legislation and in a multilateral framework, what is and is not in dispute

because it would mean not defending the claims of any individual
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The Week That Was
indonesia
The West Jakarta
to a 20-year sentence June 22 for his role in the 2002 bombing of a Bali
a life sentence because the court found he was not a mastermind of the

Pertamina,
Indonesia’s state-owned oil company, agreed to pay Harvest Natural
Resources $725 million for its stake in a joint venture with Venezuela’s

Indonesia announced
June 28 it will provide up to one billion dollars to boost the resources of

said June 20 that Indonesia would not commit any funds as leaders of
Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa increased their contributions

Smog

Agency June 17 reported 163 hot spots on Sumatra, more than double the
spots” due to slash-and-burn land clearing
in Sumatra and Borneo have clouded
the skies of Southeast Asia, including
Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. http://www.
photostream

Voter rolls for Jakarta gubernatorial race called into question as
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others have called for delaying the election until the problems can be

Indonesia’s
second-largest political party, Golkar, announced June 29 that Aburizal
Bakrie will be party chairman and its candidate for the 2014 presidential

candidate until 2013, when it will have a better sense about whether a

thailand
Google’s transparency report reveals frequent removal of content due
Google’s annual transparency report released June 18
revealed the Thai Ministry of Information, Communication, and Technology
requested 374 YouTube videos be taken down in 2011, a sharp increase from

Consulting company Team Group warned June 21 that newly
northern Bangkok and Ayutthaya province, potentially leaving its main

A man makes his way through Bangkok’s
a private company revealed that some
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spokesperson announced June 28 that NASA had cancelled a planned
climate study due to the delay and controversy over its request to use
Chan-ocha, said he regretted the outcome and hoped that it could be

day the Thai cabinet announced it would send the issue to the parliament

claiming that he violated the terms of his parole when he criticized the
hold a press conference on the issue June 25, but the press conference was

his actions during the 2010 political violence that swept Bangkok leaving

myanmar
Nyan Win, a
said July 1 that opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi would not attend the
make her debut as an elected member of parliament July 4, but will not do
European tour as the reason for the delay and said Suu Kyi’s overall health

Myanmar indicated on June
23 that fresh economic legislation critical for investment could be pushed
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Myanmar
will offer up to 18 oil and gas blocks in a new global tender to be

Parliamentary opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi meanwhile warned
all foreign investors must engage in joint ventures, lacks transparency

Bangladeshi security forces continue to detain and deport Rohingya

president Thein Sein and Bangladesh prime minister Sheikh Hasina will
death toll from clashes between Rohingyas and Buddhist Rakhines rose to
entry to Bangladesh, which says it is already overburdened with some

Myanmar
president Thein Sein announced in a June 19 state of the union address

July 3 by granting amnesty to 46 prisoners, including several well-known
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philippines
The

The Philippine Commission on Elections announced June 27
an anticorruption resolution that will require candidates in the 2013

resolution is part of President Benigno Aquino’s larger anticorruption

Asian Development Bank approves $350 million loan to enhance
approved a loan of $350 million to fund a Philippine program designed to

The project aims to provide 1,600 youth with career counseling services

Louisville

Louisville
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south china sea
The CSIS Southeast Asia

recent developments in the South China Sea and options for managing

audio, and video of the event, is available here

Assistant Secretary of State for Asia and

The Philippine
conference on the South China Sea. (Photo:
CSIS Southeast Asia Program)

their maritime rights, but did not say whether the government plans to

Vietnam passes maritime law reiterating claim to Paracel and Spratly

The law immediately drew criticism from Beijing, which summoned
Vietnam’s ambassador to China, Nguyen Van Tho, and called the law a
responded by approving the establishment of a new prefecture-level city,
Sansha
Nansha
Xisha
Zhongsha
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blocks overlap with several blocks already leased to foreign oil companies

vietnam
Vietnam and Japan June
16 inaugurated a rare earths research and technology transfer center

determination to reduce its dependence on China for rare earths has
prompted cooperation with Vietnam, which has one of the world’s largest

Prime minister approves urban development project in Greater Mekong
Vietnamese prime minister Nguyen Tan Dung June 18 approved
Asian Development Bank will supply close to 90 percent of the required

cooperation in nonproliferation, counterterrorism, maritime security,
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, law enforcement and
information sharing, and legacy issues such as the remaining effects

partnership and emphasized the importance of cooperation in regional

Vietnam’s

measures, reporting regularly to the central bank on the status of FDI
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malaysia
Crowds gathered June 22 at the Malaysian embassy and a hall for

allegedly organized by the nationalistic group Pemuda Pancasila, turned
Aman, said Malaysia wants only to preserve the tor-tor and gordang
sambilan dances, which Indonesians claim as their own, not to assert that

The Malaysian government has rejected an appeal to revoke the operating
A June 2011 demonstration against
Lynas’s planned rare earths processing
plant in Kuantan province, Malaysia. The
government has rejected an appeal by
local residents to revoke Lynas’s operating

fresh protests June 25 by local residents and activists concerned about
Razak has said the plant will attract other large projects and help Malaysia
leader Anwar Ibrahim has made closing the plant a key part of his political

Three hundred Malaysians participated in a half-hour demonstration

laos
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Asian regional architecture and welcomed Myanmar’s induction into the

Party secretary Chansy Phosikham visited Hanoi June 14 and stressed the
special relationship between his party and the Vietnamese Communist

strengthen bilateral and party ties despite internal challenges facing both

will need $990 million in development assistance and $27 million in private

June 26 it will freeze mining licenses and land concessions until 2015
at the earliest in response to complaints about land encroachment and

funded and concentrated in the mining, hydropower, and agricultural

The World Bank June 26

and connectivity, sound management of natural resources, and inclusive
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a transit hub and investment destination in the planned ASEAN Economic
Community, which seeks to boost economic integration in the region by

singapore
The Monetary
Authority of Singapore and the Bank of Thailand signed an agreement
liquidity by pledging currency or securities issued by the other’s central

Singapore’s minister for home affairs, Teo Chee Hean, and his Malaysian
counterpart, Hishammuddin Hussein, signed an agreement June 26
countries’ enforcement agencies to cooperate in joint training and

Washington’s unilateral sanctions on countries that purchase Iranian oil,

Singaporean dollars (left), Malaysian
ringgit (middle), and Thai baht (right).
Singapore and Thailand have signed an
agreement allowing their banks to pledge
currency or securities issued by one

help pressure Iran to stop enriching uranium and open its nuclear program

cambodia
Cambodian authorities June 13 arrested Patrick Devillers, a
is suspected of involvement in the murder of Neil Heywood, a British
foreign minister, Hor Namhong, announced June 21 that Cambodia will not
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A
Cambodian court June 27 released 13 women who
were arrested in May for demonstrating against the
forced eviction of their community from the area

case made international headlines and elicited
condemnation from human rights groups and foreign

Boeng Kak Lake in Phnom Penh. A
women who spent more than a
month in prison for protesting their
community’s forced eviction from the

timor-leste
The Dili

several charges but was found guilty of corruption in a case involving the
and would abide by the decision, although her lawyer said he may appeal

Twenty parties

independence in 2002, and the Congresso Nacional de Reconstrução de

Workers June 20
found a mass grave containing more than 50 bodies on the grounds of the

invasion in 1975 or the violence stemming from Indonesia’s withdrawal in
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asean

Piket said June 22 that despite its faults, aspects of European integration

in ASEAN that the eurozone crisis has demonstrated the folly of being

outcomes from the Eminent Persons Group meeting held in Manila last

The
J
Myanmar, Indonesia, and Vietnam all improved by one notch,

trans-pacific partnership
Brunei, Myanmar, Indonesia, and Vietnam

President Ma says Taiwan cannot improve its competitiveness without
Taiwanese president Ma Ying-jeou
said June 25 that Taiwan cannot improve its competitiveness if it does

Persons Report, with Indonesia becoming
the only ASEAN country with a tier-one

one left out” as other countries push for increased regional economic
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the talks later this year, increasing the number of participating countries

The
Peterson Institute of International Economics released a new policy brief
(TPP) leaders in November 2010. With
Mexico and Canada recently joining the
TPP negotiations, Taiwanese president
Ma Ying-jeou has warned that his country
risks being left behind if it does not

States and China to cooperate directly on trade and investment through

mekong river

further environmental assessments after strong opposition by

The
HSBC banking group launched an initiative June 11 to analyze and tackle
$100 million dollar project is being pursued in partnership with the World
by the world’s 10 largest river basins will produce a quarter of total global

brunei darussalam
Assistant Secretary of
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Brunei’s state-owned

Brunei’s energy minister, Mohammd Yasmin, and his Russian counterpart,

apec
APEC ministers discuss energy security and
Energy ministers from APEC’s 21
member economies issued a wide-ranging
declaration June 25 acknowledging their
countries’ surging energy demands and
emphasizing the need to develop green
ensure the safe use of nuclear energy through
declaration was released at the end of a two-day

■

New Zealand’s Te Apiti wind farm. Energy
ministers from the 21 APEC economies
emphasized the need for more green
technologies at a recent meeting in St.
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Looking Ahead

Commerce will host Myron Brilliant, the chamber’s senior vice president,

Mekong-Japan and Mekong-Republic of Korea Ministerial Meetings that

ASEAN Regional Forum and ASEAN Ministerial Meeting/Post Ministerial
Ministerial Meeting/Post Ministerial Conferences will take place July 9–13

Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Asia Craig Allen and Assistant

contact
The Heritage
Foundation will host Tony Abbott, a member of Australia’s House of

RSVP here
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The CSIS

The CSIS Simon Chair
in Political Economy will host an Economic Statecraft Series event July

■
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